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The authors of Yeshiva Me'on HaTorah's wildly popular A Taste of Pesach mailings have put

together a complete collection of kosher for Passover family favorites in a magnificently presented,

down-to-earth compilation you will find yourself referring to again and again.The stunning, full-color

photography and clear, easy-to-read layout in this Passover cookbook are a treat for the eyes; while

delicious, mouthwatering recipes are a treat for the palate.Using familiar ingredients, A Taste of

Pesach offers fabulous, easy-to-prepare recipes and gourmet presentations that family and friends

will find irresistible on Pesach and year round.A Taste of Pesach incorporates timeless classics that

have been used for generations and modern cuisine to present a cookbook that appeals to young

and old alike.These are recipes that you will love to cook, serve and enjoy year after year.Over 150

mouth-watering Kosher for Passover recipes you will refer to again and again Stunning, full-color

photographs accompany every recipeUser-friendly recipes that can be made easily in any home

kitchen Breathtaking layout, clear designOver 140 gluten-free (non Gebrokts) recipesEnjoy on

Pesach and year round
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I've been getting mailings from this yeshiva for years, and was excited to have all of my recipes in

one place, and lots of great new recipes too. These are my go-to recipes for Pesach. The recipes

are easy to prepare, yet they serve with flair. I love the way this book is laid out - it is gorgeous and

easy to use!We especially like the Pulled Brisket, Balsamic Roast, Julienne Vegetables, Parsley

Mandarin Salad, Strawberry Short Cake, Chocolate Chip Drops, Seared Tuna, Herbed Salmon with



Pineapple Mango Salsa, and Potato Meat Kugel.What I like about this book as compared to others

is that there is a picture for every recipe, and that the recipes are made with normal ingredients that

I usually have in my kitchen.Also, it is a large, oversize book and will make a nice hostess gift.

I have an embarrassingly large collection of Pesach (Passover) cookbooks, more than one for each

day of the holiday, so I was a little hesitant to spend so much money on a new one. I went ahead

and ordered it because the reviews were great and it looked so lovely.The book arrived less than a

week before the holiday and it hasn't been out of my kitchen once. The recipes are high quality

without being complicated and don't use a lot of processed (and hard to find) products.I highly

recommend this as an addition to your cookbook collection.

A must have for any kosher home. Most recipes are delicious year round. I lovethe fact that none of

them use matzo meal!!! I am so thrilled that this yeshiva puttheir recipes together in this beautiful

book.

This book contained a good variety of recipes (mostly non-gebrokts with a small gebrokts section).

Most of the recipes have easy to get Pesach ingredients and don't contain an excessive amount of

steps. The small gebrokts section in the back also has great recipes! I would highly recommend this

book!

Love this cookbook. Very doable recipes that are attractive and taste great!!! I have my old pesach

cookbook for the staples , but this is for much more elegant, yet attainable, food. Good for company!

Modern and current recipes!

I love the booklets received each year so much when this came out I got 4, 2 for myself and 2 for

gifts. It's great to have the recipes I love in one book so I don't have to keep track of each booklet. I

have not yet found a single recipe that didn't work so this is a definite favorite for Pesach and year

round.

I look for Passover recipes that do not use matzoh meal which lends that distinct 'this is a passover

recipe' flavor to the food. This book is loaded with them! Each recipe has a picture which is a must

for me in a cookbook. Every recipe I have made so far has been delicious and a big hit with the

family - and I am now using this book year round. (Side note it is a valuable source for gluten free



cooking). Definitely my go to recipe book now.

I have been getting the pamphlets from the Yeshiva every year and the recipes are FANTASTIC!

They have clear instructions, every day ingredients and the results are always outstanding! They

have become my family's favorites. I bought 2 copies; one for Passover and one for all year round.
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